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ABSTRACT  

The US Navy systems may have unexpected significant cost growth for many 

reasons. The Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV) manually and 

periodically reviews big data (structured and unstructured data) that were created within 

the Department of Defense requirements process to identify the programs that create 

excessive cost or cost growth.  This research explores two questions: 

# 1: What are the common elements of requirements that create excessive cost 

growth in Navy systems? 

# 2: Assuming the elements are identified, what is the risk (likelihood and 

magnitude) of cost growth from common elements for both procurement and sustainment 

costs?   

We applied classic data sciences and business intelligence tools towards a more 

advanced artificial general intelligence framework to analyze structured and unstructured 

data and identify elements and factors that create excessive cost growth. We found 

patterns and deep causes for high cost or cost growth programs using lexical link 

analysis, natural language processing (NLP) tools, a semantic network analyzer, anomaly 

detection, and causal learning concepts.  Programs with anomalous characteristics can 

lead to high costs or high growth. These tools provide counterfactual and drill-down 

discovery of the key words that explain the deep causes of cost growth. The 

recommendations are to apply these tools for the total benefits of analyzing Navy 

programs and requirements of post mortem data, towards modernizing the OPNAV’s 

Program Budget Information System (PBIS) to become a knowledge system that can 

effectively learn from historical data to make better risk predictions and decisions for the 

future Program Objectives Memorandum (POM). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The US Navy’s Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV) is charged, 

among other responsibilities, with executing the Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and 

Execution (PPBE) process through a series of concurrent annual planning cycles guided 

by a Program Objectives Memorandum (POM), collectively referred to as POM-Year X 

(C. Marsh, email to author, November 4, 2022).  

Navy systems may have unexpected significant cost growth for many reasons.  

The US Navy’s OPNAV is charged, among other responsibilities, with executing the 

planning, programming, budgeting, and execution (PPBE) process through a series of 

concurrent annual planning cycles guided by a Program Objectives Memorandum 

(POM), collectively referred to as POM-Year X (C. Marsh, email to author, November 4, 

2022).  

The objective is to leverage advanced analytics to help the OPNAV understand 

the common elements and causes of existing Navy systems that have significant cost 

growth from historical data, requirements documents, and open-source media.  

The research questions are:  

# 1: What are common elements of requirements that create excessive cost growth 

in Navy systems? 

# 2: Assuming the elements are identified, determine the risk (likelihood and 

magnitude) of cost growth from common elements for both procurement and sustainment 

costs?   

The PBIS has been modernized as an authoritative knowledge system including 

historical data of planned and executed POM information and spending each year.  Data 

relevant to PBIS include structured data and unstructured data.  For example, structured 

data include number of platforms procured and procurement and sustainment costs for 

Navy systems. Budget Exhibits (BE) contain PPBE information as well as unstructured 

data of unclassified high-level program descriptions and their elements. Initial capability 

documents (ICDs), key performance parameters (KPPs), or key-systems attributes 

(KSAs) from capability development documents (CDDs) and operational requirements 

documents (ORDs) are classified data sources from previous requirements processes that 
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may have contributed to excessive cost growth.  These data can be structured, such as 

KPPs and KSAs, and unstructured, such as BEs, ICDs, and CDDs.  

We applied two categories of methods: 1. classic data sciences and business 

intelligence tools and 2. an artificial general intelligence framework to address the needs 

and research questions to analyze structured and unstructured data together and correlate 

them with excessive cost or cost growth of Navy systems.  Specifically, we applied LLA, 

a semantic network analyzer, anomaly detection, and causal learning to discover patterns 

and deep causes that can lead to high cost or cost growth.  

We analyzed two unclassified data sets provided by the topic sponsors.  The first 

data set included seven PE documents that are processed using the LLA, artificial general 

intelligence NLP named entity extraction (NEE) and parts of speech (POS) tagging tools. 

POS features include extracted noun and verb word features. NEE features include 

extracted person, organization, location, product, money, event, law, language, date, time, 

percent, ordinal, cardinal, quantity, nationality or religious group, infrastructure, and 

work of art.  

To discover the anomalous characteristics, we first applied LLA to compute the 

similarity of every two pairs of programs, then applied community finding and centrality 

calculation algorithms to discover the programs that are far away from community 

centers or on the edges of the semantic networks, which are indicators of anomalies.  We 

used a semantic network analyzer to visualize that these Navy systems located in the 

center or edge of the semantic networks. The number of links are also indicators of 

system independences represented in the word feature networks discovered by LLA. Less 

linked BEs are anomalous via the unsupervised learning because they may have more 

unique features or innovations. We also used LLA’s drill-down search capability and 

counterfactual reasoning of causal inferences to narrow down the key words as potential 

causes for the anomalous characteristics. 

Some data and meta-data for the project are in the secret level. We documented 

the methodology and demonstrated the approaches using a subset of unclassified data 

downloaded from public domains, i.e., Budget Exhibits (BE), in this report. The 

deliverables are also based on the unclassified data. 
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Figure 1. Two categories of methods, i.e., 1. classic data sciences and business 

intelligence tools, and 2. artificial general intelligence (AGI) framework, are the 
technical concepts for the project. 
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II. APPROACHES 

Figure 1 shows that centered around understanding and prediction high cost or 

cost growth for Navy systems, the author considers two categories of methods, i.e., 1. 

classic data sciences and business intelligence tools, and 2. artificial general intelligence 

(AGI) framework to address the needs. The classic data sciences and business 

intelligence tools are the focus of the paper. The author first reviews each method and 

element in the following sections.  

A. STRUCTURED AND UNSTRUCTURED DATA 
Program Budget Information System (PBIS) has been modernized as an 

authoritative knowledge system including historical data of planned and executed POM 

information and spending each year.  Data relevant to PBIS include structured data and 

unstructured data.  For example, structured data include number of platforms procured, 

procurement and sustainment costs for Navy systems. Program elements or Budget 

Exhibits (BEs) contain PPBE information as well as unstructured data of unclassified 

high-level descriptions of the programs and their elements.  Data from Initial Capabilities 

Documents (ICDs) and CDDs structured data attributes of Key Performance Parameters 

(KPP), or Key-Systems Attributes (KSA) from CDDs, which are mostly classified, may 

have contributed to cost growth.  Some requirements documents (ICDs) are unclassified, 

although none of the pilot programs. 

 

B. LEXICAL LINK ANALYSIS (LLA) 
LLA is a data-driven text and data mining method. In an LLA, a complex system 

can be expressed in a list of attributes or features with specific vocabularies or lexicon 

terms to describe its characteristics. LLA is data-driven text analysis. For example, word 

pairs or bi-grams as lexical terms can be extracted and learned from a document 

repository.  LLA automatically discovers word features, links, and groups and displays 

them as networks. Nodes are words and bi-grams are the links between words. Bi-gram 

also allows LLA to be extended to numerical or categorical data. This allows the study of 

the numeric metrics and structured data attributes such as Key Performance Parameters 
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(KPP), or Key-Systems Attributes (KSA) integrated with the word features and 

characteristics of capability requirements linked to the cost growth.  

LLA is related to but significantly different from bag-of-words (BOW) methods, 

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA, Dumais, Furnas, Landauer, & Deerwester, 1988; 

Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA, Hofmann, 1999), WordNet (Miller, 

1995), Automap (CASOS, 2009), and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, & 

Jordan, 2003).  

C. SEMANTIC NETWORKS, SEMANTIC NETWORK ANALYZER, 
CENTRALITY, UNSUPERVISED LEARNING, AND ANOMALY DETECTION 

LLA outputs semantic networks. It divides word node features into three 

categories by applying network community finding algorithms: 

• Authoritative or popular (P) themes: These themes resemble eigenvalue centrality 
measures in network sciences. These represent the main topics in a data set.  

• Emerging (E) themes: These themes tend to become popular or authoritative over 
time.  

• Anomalous (A) themes: These themes may not seem to belong to the data domain 
as compared to others. They are interesting and could be high-value for further 
investigation.  
Community detection algorithms have been illustrated by Newman in terms of a 

quality function as the “modularity” measure for a community (cluster) and optimized 

using a dendrogram-like greedy algorithm (Newman, 2003) as if word features or objects 

(e.g., programs) in a social community.   In a network theory, the most connected nodes, 

i.e., nodes with higher measures of centrality, are typically considered the most important 

nodes (Newman, 2006). However, the uniqueness of LLA is that it extracts emerging and 

anomalous information (word features) which might be more interesting for anomaly 

detection such as detecting programs with excessive cost growth, and then rank programs 

with significant cost growth. For example, in the context of the proposed research, 

emerging and anomalous word features in the capability requirement data might 

correspond to the innovativeness and uniqueness of a capability requirement.  This relates 

to unsupervised learning algorithms such as K-means, Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA), and spectral clustering (Ng, Jordan, & Weiss, 2002) for anomaly detection in 

classic data sciences. Bi-gram also allows LLA to be extended to structured data (Zhao & 

Zhou, 2014), where a word is an attribute combined with its possible values. LLA 
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automatically discovers word feature networks of social and semantic for extremely large 

number of word features, scalable to the data attributes and their possible values, similar 

to the Generative Pre-trained Transformer 3 (GPT-3) model (Brown, 2020), which can 

handle about 175 billion word features.   

Related research questions are listed as follows: 

• How does the cost growth correlate with the popular, emerging, and anomalous 
categories and common elements of the requirement data? 

• Does the cost growth correlate with the innovativeness of the requirements?  
LLA can be jointly used with NEE and PoS methods (Section 1.6) to address the 

following questions:  

• Do the numbers of people and organizations detected in the requirements 
correlate with the cost growth? 

• Do the number of verbs (actions) and nouns (concepts) detected in the 
requirement data correlate with the cost growth? 

• Do the subsystem independences represented in the word feature networks 
correlate with the cost growth? 
 

D.  CAUSAL LEARNING AND DEEP CAUSES 
Anomaly detection often needs to understand causes behind any anomalous 

behaviors such as excessive cost and/or cost growth (observable effects).  This calls a 

systematic approach of causal machine learning. The key factors for causal learning 

include the three layers of a causal hierarchy - association, intervention, and 

counterfactuals (Pearl, 2018; Pearl, & Mackenzie, 2018). A typical causal machine 

learning method needs to select a cause (C) that maximizes the counterfactual difference 

P(E|C) – P(E|Not C), where the effect E is observable data and cause C is actionable and 

controllable variable, which might be hidden inside big data (structured or unstructured).  

If causal learning can reason and detect the causes for good or bad effects, decision 

makers might be able to fix the causes, avoid bad effects, and achieve desired effects.  

Interventions are often tested as causes since they are actionable and their effects can be 

measured. LLA allows a causality analysis. LLA uses causal learning and computes 

counterfactual proportion difference, i.e., 

cf= [P(E|C) – P(E|Not C)] x (pooled sample size)                   (1) 
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as the strength of the link of two word feature nodes, where P(E|C) is the 

probability of event E if event C occurs. The pooled sample size is an average number of 

historical event E and C occur together normalized by the priors. cf is a z-score (PSU, 

2021) and we use cf >1.96 for p-value < 0.05 as the statistical significance for the link 

strength of the nodes.  With the computation, the network nodes are linked causally.   

E.  INDEX AND SEARCH  
LLA is used to index and search for structured and unstructured data sources 

implemented in a set of collaborative learning agents (CLAs). For a single CLA, it first 

indexes and data-mines the data and allows search and retrieve data based on causal 

knowledge patterns discovered from data. The key difference is that LLA search and a 

typical search engine is that it can address the question of sorting and ranking important 

and interesting information based on the different needs. Traditionally in knowledge 

graph analysis (e.g., semantic networks), the importance of a network node is a form of 

high-value information.  Among various centrality measures, sorting and ranking 

information based on authority is compared with page ranking of a typical search engine. 

Current automated methods such as graph-based ranking used in PageRank, require 

established hyperlinks, citation networks, social networks (e.g., Facebook), or other 

forms of crowd-sourced collective intelligence.  However, these methods are not 

applicable to situations where there exist no pre-established relationships among network 

nodes such as intelligence analysis. This makes the traditional centrality measures or 

PageRank-like methods difficult to apply. Furthermore, current methods mainly score 

popular information that are important for marketing applications, however, emerging 

and anomalous information are important for discovering anomalies, e.g., for intelligence 

data analysis.  Patterned, emerging, and anomalous themes in the LLA search is used to 

sort and rank important information based on the needs of different applications.  

F. ARTIFICIAL GENERAL INTELLIGENCE (AGI) FRAMEWORK - 
NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING (NLP)  

An AGI framework typically contains large-scale machine learning models with 

billions of parameters to learn and recognize patterns from multimodality of data such as 

imagery, text, geospatial information, video, acoustics, radio frequencies, and time series.  

In an AGI framework, natural language processing (NLP) of text analysis include 

indexing/search, topics and theme extraction, summarization, categorization, 
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sentiment analysis, entity extraction (e.g., people and locations), and sorting/ranking 

importance of topics and themes. The tool spaCy and prodigy (Explosion, 2016, 2021) 

are used for many of these analyses. For example, Air Force uses the combination for 

monitoring AI and Autonomy research: they are using spaCy to track public 

AI/autonomy papers, patents, compare them with the internal air force project 

descriptions. The system is called Landscapes for Autonomy using the tool prodigy. 

Orange (UOL, 2021) has a text mining package including sentiment analysis.  Some text 

analysis tools are supervised machine learning, some are unsupervised machine learning 

methods. However, if one wants specific automation to extract keywords related 

to “fundamental understanding” and “utility," it may be difficult to categorize 

automatically for the semantic categories and need at least some data with manual labels.   

Named Entity Extraction (NEE) (Explosion, 2016; NIST, 2022; Stanford NLP, 

2019) and Parts of Speech (PoS) tagger (Toutanova K. & Manning, C., 2000; Explosion, 

2016; NIST, 2022) are the techniques used as pre-processing tools. An entity can be a 

person, organization, location, money, and dates, etc. The tool can also extract PoS such 

as nouns and verbs which are important to the application in this paper.  

G. TRANSFORMERS 
An AGI framework typically includes a category of algorithms so-called 

Transformers. AGI Transformers include deep neural network models and contain large 

number of parameters (e.g., billions, Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) Neo 

(Eleuther.ai, 2022; OpenAI, 2022) or Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 

Transformers (BERT, Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2018), pre-trained from big 

data (e.g., the entire internet), can use much less data (few-shots) and better understand 

and make sense unstructured data.  Fine-tuning GPT Neo or BERT can adapt the models 

to the domain specific data such as exercise logs, intelligence analysis and reports, and 

Navy systems and programs data.  

H. KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS AND GRAPH DEEP LEARNING 
In recent years, knowledge graphs (Turing Institute, 2022) revive as knowledge 

databases that use graph-structured data models or topologies to integrate data can store 

interlinked descriptions of entities – objects, events, situations or abstract concepts (Wiki, 

2022). The generalization of AGI Transformers to knowledge and graph domain is 
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termed Geometric neural network (GNN) or Graph deep learning (GDL) (Bronstein, 

2021). Learning from knowledge graphs can model the broad class of data that has 

objects (treated as nodes) with some known relationships (treated as edges). Knowledge 

graphs represented as knowledge networks and combine structured, unstructured, and 

multi-modality data via embedding and encoder techniques for nodes and edges (Barp et 

al. 2022). 
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III.  DATA SETS AND RESULTS 

In this section, the author shows two data sets the methods described in Section 1 

applied. 

 
A. DATA SET 1 

The first data set includes seven budget exhibits documents that are processed 

using the LLA, AGI NLP NEE & POS (spaCy) tools as shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 (a) 

show numbers of popularity, emerging, anomaly word features, unknown, and total 

(value) extracted for the PE documents using LLA. Unknown features are word features 

do not exist in other programs but uniquely exist in a specific program. POS features 

include extracted noun and verb word features. NEE features include extracted person, 

organization (ORG), location (LOC), product, money, event, law, language, date, time, 

percent, ordinal, cardinal, quantity, nationality or religious group (norp), infrastructure 

(FAC), work of art. Cost rates are projected for 17 years (Rate1 to Rate17).  Figure 2 (b) 

show a radial graph for the data dimensions from Figure 1 (a). Note that the features 

extracted do not show deep causes (e.g., key words) for potential high cost growth. In this 

example, the cost growth does not correlate with the popular, emerging, and anomalous 

categories of PE documents. Cost growth may correlate with the innovativeness of the 

programs, there is an example that the number of unknown (e.g. unique) features are 

correlated with high cost growth, i.e., (U)CH-53K RDTE.  The numbers of people and 

organizations detected in the PE documents do not seem to correlate with the cost 

growth. The number of nouns (concepts) detected in the data may correlate with the cost 

growth. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
Figure 2. (a) Seven PE documents that are processed using the LLA, AGI NLP 

NEE & POS (spaCy) tools: (a) (b) A radial graph for the data dimensions from 
(a). There is an example that number of nouns and unknown/unique features are 
correlated with high cost growth, e.g., (U)CH-53K RDTE. 
 

B. DATA SET 2 
The second data set includes 14 budget exhibit documents. Figure 3 (a) shows an 

example where the maximum total program cost, e.g., 5223 million and cost increase 136 

percent are used as measures of cost growth for this program and attached to the program 

folder shown in Figure 3 (b). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 
Figure 3. (a) An example where the maximum total program cost, e.g., 5223 

million and cost increase 136 percent are used as measures of cost growth for a 
program and attached to the program folder shown in (b). 

 
LLA outputs a match matrix as shown in Figure 4, which include the numbers of 

word features matched for any two BEs in the data set.  
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Figure 4. A match matrix output from LLA showing the numbers of matched 

word features every two programs. 
 

Figure 5 shows a semantic network visualization for the data in Figure 4. The 

nodes represent BEs and edges are the links in Figure 4. More linked BEs which have 

higher degree centrality locate in the center.  Less linked BEs locate outside, which are 

indicators of anomalies. The number of links are indicators of system independences 

represented in the word feature networks may correlate with excessive cost or cost 

growth because less linked BEs locate outside of the network centrality layout are the 

anomalies via the unsupervised learning. 

 

 
Figure 5. A semantic network visualization linked BEs. More linked BEs which 

have higher degree centrality locate in the centers.  Less linked BEs locate 
outside, which are indicators of anomalies (Node 2, 6, 13, 14, and 1). The 
visualization was created using Socnetv (2022). 
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Figure 6, 7, and 8 show the LLA drill-down searches that are performed for the 

anomalous BEs in Figure 5.  Figure 6 shows that “sole source” only show in 

“P40_SCN_2122_2024PB_154748_1_2023_5223m_136pct,” 

“U_1507N_PB_2024_1_122m_23pct,” and 

“U_0604307N_5_PB_2020_1_416m_9.5pct,” which might be causes for the excessive 

cost or cost growth. 

 
 

 
Figure 6.  LLA drill-down search. “Sole source” only show in 

“P40_SCN_2122_2024PB_154748_1_2023_5223m_136pct,” 
“U_1507N_PB_2024_1_122m_23pct,” and 
“U_0604307N_5_PB_2020_1_416m_9.5pct,” which might be the causes for 
the excessive cost or cost growth. 

 
 

Figure 7 show using LLA search to drill down to word features around “recurring 

cost,” “recurring engineering,” “recurring equipment,” “recurring procurement,” and 

“recurring swan,” which might be causes for the excessive cost or cost growth for 

anomalous BEs “P40_WPN_2327_2024PB_154946_2027_272m_54pct,” 

“U_1507N_PB_2024_1_122m_23pct,” 

“P40_OPN_0946_2024PB_155107_2027_242m_131pct.” 
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Figure 7. LLA search to drill down to word features around “recurring cost,” 

“recurring engineering,” “recurring equipment,” “recurring procurement,” and 
“recurring swan,” which might be causes for the excessive cost or cost growth 
for anomalous BEs “P40_WPN_2327_2024PB_154946_2027_272m_54pct,” 
“U_1507N_PB_2024_1_122m_23pct,” 
“P40_OPN_0946_2024PB_155107_2027_242m_131pct.” 

 
 

Figure 8 shows a LLA search to drill down to word features around “unclassified” 

might be also for some high cost or cost growth programs such as 

“U_0604269N_5_PB_2019_2_243m_77pct,” 

“U_0603564N_4_PB_2022_2_76m_400pct,” 

“U_0604234N_5_PB_2023_1_421m_38pct,” 

“U_0204228N_7_PB_2020_1_36m_300pct.” 
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Figure 8. LLA search to drill down (by clicking on the word pair features) to 

word features around “unclassified” might be also for some high cost or cost 
growth programs such as “U_0604269N_5_PB_2019_2_243m_77pct,” 
“U_0603564N_4_PB_2022_2_76m_400pct,” 
“U_0604234N_5_PB_2023_1_421m_38pct,” 
“U_0204228N_7_PB_2020_1_36m_300pct.” 

 
In summary, in order to understand and eventually predict high cost or cost 

growth for evaluating new programs, classic data sciences and business intelligence 

provide immediate tools to drill down and discover deep causes.  The future work to scale 

the concepts up via the tools in the AGI framework for more accurate prediction, 

however, deep causes may remain hidden. It is vital  to combine the classic data sciences 

and business intelligence and AGI. 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

In this project, we showed the feasibility to apply the classic data sciences and 

business intelligence tools and artificial general intelligence (AGI) framework to address 

the common elements and deep causes of Navy programs and systems that create 

excessive cost growth. We demonstrated the potential to enable a knowledge system of 

unstructured and structured data that can effectively learn from historical data and 

environment and make discovery and prediction.  The deliverables include the 

presentation, demonstration shown to the topic sponsors on November 4, 2022 (Appendix 

A) and submission a paper proposal/abstract to the 20th Annual Acquisition Research 

Symposium, May, 2023, Monterey (Appendix B). 

 

• Apply the combined analytic tools explored in this project to the other classified 

or unclassified, structured and unstructured data sets scale up the combined 

analytic tools from the OPNAV’s Program Budget Information System (PBIS) 

towards to accurately predict the risk (likelihood and magnitude) of cost growth 

for future Navy systems. 

• Enable the PBIS to become a knowledge system that can effectively learn from 

human, data, and its surrounding environment to make good assessments and 

decisions for the future Program Objectives Memorandum (POM). 

 

Appendix A: The presentation and demonstration shown to the topic sponsors on 

November 4, 2022 

Appendix B: The paper proposal/abstract to the 20th Annual Acquisition 

Research Symposium, May, 2023, Monterey 
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Data Sources

• Program elements
– PBIS_LI_5 NPS Export.xls



Able to Locate
• 0204152n_7_pb_2014_1_1.90
• U_0204228N_7_PB_2020_1_36.389
• U_0603564N_4_PB_2022_2_75.544
• U_0604234N_5_PB_2023_1_421.001
• U_0604269N_5_PB_2019_2_242.719
• U_0604274N_5_PB_2018_1_584.538
• U_0604282N_5_PB_2024_1_241.472
• U_0604307N_5_PB_2020_1_415.625
• U_0604454N_4_PB_2020_1_12.500
• U_P40_2238_BSA-2_BA-2_APP-1507N_PB_2024_1_121.840

3



U_0604274N_5_PB_2018_1_584.538

4



Missing ones
• 0204154N
• 0204162N
• 0204222N
• 0204223N
• 0204269N
• 0204411N
• 0205601N
• 0206138M
• 0502326N
• 0712876N

5



Methods

• POS and Entity extraction
– spACY does not seem to reveal the correlations

• Lexical link analysis
– Drill-down to key words in PEs to correlate with 

their costs

• Deep learning and knowledge graph to predict 
risk

6



Word pair in a low cost PE but not in a high one

Lexical Link Analysis



Lexical Link Analysis 

Compare a high cost and low one



Two High Programs and One Low

Word pair in two high cost 
PEs but not in a low one
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3 highs and 2 lows



Lexical Link Analysis: Match Matrix
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The centered ones are more overlapped with others

Keywords

Anomaly?
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Discover the key words as causes for higher prices



THANK YOU

15
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